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“This beautiful book makes one of America’s favorite culinary pastimes accessible to anyone. The recipes are easy to
follow yet refined.” —Marcus Samuelsson Now home cooks will discover their ideal grilling companion and coach in The
Grilling Book. Offering more than 350 foolproof recipes, dozens of luscious full-color photographs, crystal clear
illustrations, and plenty of plainspoken, here’s-how-to-do-it guidelines, The Grilling Book welcomes you to everything that
is sensational (and sensationally simple) about grilling. Here are thick, juicy steaks that need no more than salt and
freshly cracked pepper to create an unforgettable meal; baby back ribs rendered succulent and fall-apart tender with
flavor-rich rubs and a shellacking of barbecue sauce (plus the secret cheat method that makes them ridiculously easy to
prepare); moist fish, seasoned and grilled quickly over a hot fire; irresistible grilled flatbreads, crispy on the outside and
chewy on the inside, creating the perfect canvas for every topping you crave. Not to mention the salads, slaws, sides,
and drinks that complete the perfect grilled meal. Whether you’ve been grilling for years or have never bought a bag of
charcoal in your life, The Grilling Book is the only book you’ll need in your backyard this summer—or any summer.
“Indispensable. Chock-full of recipes tested and approved by the trusted editors of Bon Appétit, it’s sure to make you a
master of all things grilling.” —Tom Colicchio “Bon Appétit’s new bible on live-fire cooking is one you’ll want to keep
close at hand every summer. If you’re new to the grill, the easy-to-follow recipes, protein- specific technique tips, and
time-saving tricks will help you get started.” ––Matt Lee and Ted Lee
Much has changed and improved in lighting technology over the past 10 years since industry-leading experts on lighting,
in collaboration with Greenhouse Grower(r) magazine and Meister Media Worldwide, brought you Lighting Up Profits
(Fisher and Runkle, 2004).This updated and substantially expanded book presents the underlying biology of how light
influences plant growth and development of specialty crops, especially those grown in greenhouses and controlledenvironment growth rooms. Authors Dr. Erik Runkle of Michigan State University and Dr. Roberto Lopez of Michigan
State University, along with 19 other leading plant scientists from around the globe, discuss technology options for shade
and lighting, including the latest developments in greenhouse and sole-source lighting.
Get the definitive, holistic guide to transforming space with light. There are no shortcuts to designing beautiful and
effective architectural lighting. Lighting is both an art and a science that impacts occupants' health and well-being, the
Earth's resources, a project's cost, and user satisfaction in the built environment. If you are serious about lighting,
Architectural Lighting Design, Third Edition is the one source for all the technical skills, aesthetic fundamentals, and
practical knowledge you need to design efficient, sustainable interior and exterior lighting for every type of building. p>
Expanding on the depth and breadth of previous editions, this edition boasts more than one-quarter new material,
including new discussions about sustainability, lighting details, and the assessment of manufacturers' product data. This
richly visual, learning tool and reference ramps up the wattage of its coverage with: More than 220 black-and-white
photographs, which expand and improve the visual repertoire. New, in-depth coverage of daylighting, controls, and
lamping strategies for more sustainable lighting solutions. An attractive revamped design and content structure for easier
access. Guidance on criteria, design concepts, and details. An accompanying Web site featuring additional information
and color application photos. Order your copy today!
This is Book 8 in The Non-Electric Lighting Series. The series as a whole is aimed at people who want to survive
whatever Mother Nature throws at us
Beautiful Light by internationally acclaimed lighting designer Randall Whitehead and lighting industry expert and educator
Clifton Stanley Lemon is a combination of idea book, design resource, and product guide. It explores the transition in
residential lighting from incandescent light sources to LEDs, and how to apply LED lighting with great success. It begins
with the fundamental characteristics of light, including color temperature, color rendering, and spectral power distribution,
and how LEDs differ from older light sources. Combining innovative graphics with the enduring design principles of good
lighting, the book explains how to design with light layers, light people, and balance daylight and electric light. Every room
of the house, as well as exterior and garden spaces, is addressed in 33 case studies of residential lighting with LEDs,
with a wide variety of lighting projects in different styles. Showcasing over 200 color photographs of dramatic interiors
beautifully lit with LEDs, and clear, concise descriptions of design strategies and product specifications, Beautiful Light
helps both professionals and non-professionals successfully navigate the new era of LEDs in residential lighting.
Counts the candles of a menorah on each night of Hanukkah while recalling images of Jewish life in different places and
times, such Herod's temple in Jerusalem, a shtetl in Russia, and a refugee ship bound for the New World.
Lighting is one of the most important aspects of any photograph. The best images create dimension and drama, which
goes beyond formulas and lighting recipes. In Lighting for Photographers: An Introductory Guide to Professional
Photography, commercial photographers and instructors Joe Lavine and Brad Bartholomew offer a unique philosophy of
lighting, starting with an understanding of the characteristics of lighting to build great shots. Including interviews from
professional photographers and illustrated with over 200 images, this book introduces basic photographic concepts and
equipment needs, and takes the reader from the lighting process through to starting a successful career in photography
both in the studio and on location. Readers will learn a comprehensive approach to lighting including what light does,
composition, experimentation, practical tools and techniques, equipment, metering and histograms, and how to launch
and grow their career. With downloadable instructor resources featuring discussion questions and quizzes, this fully
updated edition is ideal for introductory level photography and lighting courses as well as the amateur photographer
looking to apply the appropriate lighting to realize their conceptual and aesthetic goals.
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Terence Rees researched this work over a period of five years in places ranging from the libraries of the British Patent
Office and the Institution of Gas Engineers to the decaying stuctures of about-to-be demolished theatres. The book
contains over 80 illustrations which provide a clear visualisation of a bygone era." --Etbooks.
Sets the standard for indoor gardening with lights worldwide. Van Patten unlocks the world of indoor gardneing under fluorescent and high
intensity discharge (HID) lamps, both of which help seedlings and low-light plants start earlier and grow stronger. Combining the basics of
gardening and electrical lighting know-how in one easy-to-use volume, he shows readers of all levels how to get the most out of hydroponics.
Portraiture has long been the bread-and-butter of photography; every working photographer needs to know how to shoot and light people
effectively to flatter, to deceive, to allude and to enhance but there has never before been such a simple, time-saving (and timeless) reference
as this. Over two hundred lighting setups are shown in action, allowing you to quickly select one that will work for you. Setting up
photographing lighting can be a challenging and time-consuming experience, and whether youre a professional looking to bring out the best
in your subject, or an amateur experimenting with your lighting kit, the ability to flick through hundreds of pictures showing lighting alternatives
and the effect they have on different skin-tones and facial structures in invaluable.
Reichhaltig illustriertes Werk über Lampen und Leuchten von den Anfängen bis zur Gegenwart: Geschichte, Entwicklung, Modelle, Designer
und Werkstätten.
Discover the incomparable beauty of the Northern Lights with this accessible guide for aspiring astronomers and seasoned night sky
observers. Covers the essential equipment needed for observation and photography and full of stunning photographs.
Presents more than one hundred diagramed lighting setups along with advice on equipment, backgrounds, and lighting people with different
skin tones.
Expanding on the basics included in Photographing Buildings Inside and Out this guide provides updated instructions and techniques for
taking pictures of all types of buildings, from skyscrapers to residences, as well as specialized interior subjects like staircases and ceilings.
Pro Digital Portrait LightingThe Definitive Reference to Lighting SetupsLark Books
Motion Picture and Video Lighting, Second Edition, is your indispensable guide to film and video lighting. Written by the author of the industry
bible Cinematography, this book explores technical, aesthetic, and practical aspects of lighting for film and video. It will show you not only
how to light, but why. Written by a professional in the field, this comprehensive book explores light and color theory; equipment; and
techniques to make every scene look its best. Now in full color, Motion Picture and Video Lighting is heavily illustrated with photos and
diagrams throughout. This new edition also includes the ultimate 'behind the scenes' DVD that takes you directly on a professional shoot and
demonstrates technical procedures and equipment. In addition, 20 video clips include: lighting demonstrations, technical tests, fundamentals
of lighting demos, and short scenes illustrating different styles of lighting.

This text introduces a logical theory of photographers lighting - one that teaches beginning photographics to predict results before
setting up lights. This is not primarily a how-to book with only set examples for photographers to follow. Rather, it provides the
reader with a comprehensive theory of the nature and principles of light to allow individual photographers to use lighting to express
their own creativity. Numerous photographs and illustrations provide clear examples of the theories delineated within the text,
while sidebars highlight special lighting questions.
This book is renowned for being the book to own to understand lighting! This is better than all the other how to books on the
market which just provide set examples for photographers to follow. Light Science and Magic provides photographers with a
comprehensive theory of the nature and principles of light to allow individual photographers to use lighting to express their own
creativity. It will show you in-depth how to light the most difficult subjects such as surfaces, metal, glass, liquids, extremes (blackon-black and white-on-white), and people. With more information specific for degital photographers, a brand new chapter on
equipment, much more information on location lighting, and more on photographing people, you'll see why this is one of the only
recommended books by www.strobist.com.
Photographing children is not easy. They move around, they look the wrong way, and, as any parent will tell you, they never do
what you want them to do when you want them to do it! It is this unpredictability that makes child portraiture the fascinating
challenge that it is. Mastering Child Portrait Photography contains everything you need to master the art. It describes and
demonstrates all the requisite skills: from choosing the best kit and mastering the essential techniques; through using the most
effective lighting, setting, and props to achieve your desired atmosphere and effect; to learning the secrets of working
harmoniously and professionally with models of all ages, and using the best post-production techniques to get the most from your
prints. For the keen enthusiast, this is an accessible guide to capturing images of your children that will last a lifetime. For the
aspiring professional, it is a complete handbook for a wonderful lifestyle business, one in which you can create mini masterpieces
that will enhance family homes and bring pleasure to lives for generations.
What are the do’s and don’ts of being a good assistant lighting designer? What are focus tapes, and how do I use them? What is
the best method for creating a magic sheet? What should be found in every assistant’s kit? How do I make that first important leap
into this professional career? Answer these questions and many more with The Assistant Lighting Designer’s Toolkit. This
definitive guide unlocks the insider-secrets used to succeed as a professional assistant lighting designer (ALD) – whether choosing
assisting as a career or while transitioning to another. This book outlines, step-by-step, the challenges the ALD faces during every
phase of production. Never before has a resource existed that views the design process through the eyes of the assistant.
Intermingled among the nuts and bolts of the paperwork and essential procedures, top industry professionals reveal tips for
personal survival in this challenging career – both domestically and abroad as well as in other careers in lighting. Within these
pages are the industry secrets rarely taught in school! The author's website can be found at http://www.aldtoolkit.com/.
* The complete guide to mastering the technical challenges of lighting and flash * Explores locations, subjects and styles, and all
the technical skills, tools and tips needed to master them * Written by multi award-winning photographer Richard Bradbury Aimed
at the serious amateur, this is a practical guide to achieving professional results in digital photography. Light is at the very heart of
photography and plays a fundamental role in creating successful images. Not only does light affect brightness, it also determines
tone, mood, atmosphere, texture, colour and luminosity. Mastering Lighting & Flash Photography contains everything you need to
know about controlling and manipulating light to capture the beauty of the world around you in your own signature style. Written
and photographed by a multi award-winning photographer, the book describes and demonstrates all the key topics: from
understanding light and how to use it; through choosing the best kit and mastering the essential techniques; to different forms of
flash photography and studio lighting, tips from leading professionals, and elevating your prints in post-production. .
Available for the first time in the United States, this international bestseller reveals the secrets of nonverbal communication to give
you confidence and control in any face-to-face encounter—from making a great first impression and acing a job interview to finding
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the right partner. It is a scientific fact that people’s gestures give away their true intentions. Yet most of us don’t know how to read
body language– and don’t realize how our own physical movements speak to others. Now the world’s foremost experts on the
subject share their techniques for reading body language signals to achieve success in every area of life. Drawing upon more than
thirty years in the field, as well as cutting-edge research from evolutionary biology, psychology, and medical technologies that
demonstrate what happens in the brain, the authors examine each component of body language and give you the basic
vocabulary to read attitudes and emotions through behavior. Discover: • How palms and handshakes are used to gain control •
The most common gestures of liars • How the legs reveal what the mind wants to do • The most common male and female
courtship gestures and signals • The secret signals of cigarettes, glasses, and makeup • The magic of smiles–including smiling
advice for women • How to use nonverbal cues and signals to communicate more effectively and get the reactions you want Filled
with fascinating insights, humorous observations, and simple strategies that you can apply to any situation, this intriguing book will
enrich your communication with and understanding of others–as well as yourself.
2020 Banff Mountain Book Competition Finalist in Guidebooks Crack climbing is a highly technical form of movement in which
climbers position their hands, feet, and even their entire body in cracks to make upward progress on rock. An advocate for the
sport’s aesthetic lines, physicality, and technical know-how, author Pete Whittaker teaches more than sixty Crack School
Masterclasses each year and was featured in the popular climbing film Wide Boyz. This detailed and comprehensive guide
teaches step-by-step techniques and tips, including for: Jamming (finger, hand, fist, foot, arm, leg, body) Crack types (chimneys,
liebacks, underclings, roof cracks) How to safely lead and place protection Efficient positioning and movement Strength recovery
while climbing
This highly respected guide has been thoroughly updated and revised for content and design, and is now produced in full color. It
introduces a logical theory of photographic lighting so new photographers can learn how to predict results before setting up lights.

While certain ecological problems associated with artificial night lighting are widely known-for instance, the disorientation
of sea turtle hatchlings by beachfront lighting-the vast range of influences on all types of animals and plants is only
beginning to be recognized. From nest choice and breeding success of birds to behavioral and physiological changes in
salamanders, many organisms are seriously affected by human alterations in natural patterns of light and dark.
Ecological Consequences of Artificial Night Lighting is the first book to consider the environmental effects of the
intentional illumination of the night. It brings together leading scientists from around the world to review the state of
knowledge on the subject and to describe specific effects that have been observed across a full range of taxonomic
groups, including mammals, birds, reptiles and amphibians, fishes, invertebrates, and plants. Ecological Consequences
of Artificial Night Lighting provides a scientific basis to begin addressing the challenge of conserving the nighttime
environment. It cogently demonstrates the vital importance of this until-now neglected topic and is an essential new work
for conservation planners, researchers, and anyone concerned with human impacts on the natural world.
Revised, updated and expanded, this classic primer on theatrical lighting design features the latest technological
advances as well as photos and diagrams from the author?s newest productions.A virtuoso in the field, Max Keller has
set new standards of technical and artistic excellence. In this book he divulges his extensive knowledge of every aspect
of stage lighting, from natural phenomena and the history of light in the theater, to Goethe and Runge?s theories of color,
to the fundamentals of optics and projection. This revised edition of Light Fantastic includes new images from Keller?s
most recent productions as well as completely updated information on optics, lamps, lanterns, projection and lighting
consoles. In more than 600 stunning photographs and illustrations, the power of Keller?s expertise shines through,
making this a visually exciting and highly informative work for those involved in theater technology.Max Keller is an
internationally acclaimed designer and consultant for productions on some of the world?s most celebrated stages,
including the Metropolitan Opera House, the Royal Opera House, the Salzburg Festival and The Munchner
Kammerspiele.
Architectural Lighting, the latest addition to the Architecture Briefs series, provides both a critical approach to and a
conceptual framework for understanding the application of lighting in the built environment. The key considerations of
lighting design are illuminated through accessible texts and instructional diagrams. Six built projects provide readers with
concrete examples of the ways in which these principles are applied. Short essays by architect Steven Holl, artist Sylvain
Dubuisson, and landscape architect James Corner explore the role of lighting in defining spatial compositions.
Accessible for professionals and hobbyists alike, this guide helps photographers navigate the transition from traditional
flash and hot lights to light-emitting diode (LED) lights, the hottest new trend in lighting technology. It demystifies the
process of choosing the right LED light for projects, presents commonsense methods for using LEDs and offers
suggestions for achieving the perfect lighting colour and balance. Includes examples of how to use LEDs in still life
images, portraits and even moving pictures. The essential guide to the biggest new trend in photography.
With exclusive access to Strummer's friends, relatives, and fellow musicians, music journalist Chris Salewicz penetrates
the soul of an rock 'n roll icon. The Clash was--and still is--one of the most important groups of the late 1970s and early
1980s. Indebted to rockabilly, reggae, Memphis soul, cowboy justice, and '60s protest, the overtly political band railed
against war, racism, and a dead-end economy, and in the process imparted a conscience to punk. Their eponymous first
record and London Calling still rank in Rolling Stone's top-ten best albums of all time, and in 2003 they were officially
inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame. Joe Strummer was the Clash's front man, a rock-and-roll hero seen by
many as the personification of outlaw integrity and street cool. The political heart of the Clash, Strummer synthesized
gritty toughness and poetic sensitivity in a manner that still resonates with listeners, and his untimely death in December
2002 shook the world, further solidifying his iconic status. Salewicz was a friend to Strummer for close to three decades
and has covered the Clash's career and the entire punk movement from its inception. He uses his vantage point to write
Redemption Song, the definitive biography of Strummer, charting his enormous worldwide success, his bleak years in the
wilderness after the Clash's bitter breakup, and his triumphant return to stardom at the end of his life. Salewicz argues for
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Strummer's place in a long line of protest singers that includes Woody Guthrie, John Lennon, and Bob Marley, and
examines by turns Strummer's and punk's ongoing cultural influence.
We can't shoot good pictures without good lighting, no matter how good the newest cameras are. Shooting under
available light gives exposure, but lacks depth, contrast, contour, atmosphere and often separation. The story could be
the greatest in the world, but if the lighting is poor viewers will assume it's amateurish and not take it seriously. Feature
films and TV shows, commercials and industrial videos, reality TV and documentaries, even event and wedding videos
tell stories. Good lighting can make them look real, while real lighting often makes them look fake. Lighting for
Cinematography, the first volume in the new CineTech Guides to the Film Crafts series, is the indispensable guide for
film and video lighting. Written by veteran gaffer and cinematographer David Landau, the book helps the reader create
lighting that supports the emotional moment of the scene, contributes to the atmosphere of the story and augments an
artistic style. Structured to mimic a 14 week semester, the chapters cover such things as lighting for movement, working
with windows, night lighting, lighting the three plains of action and non-fiction lighting. Every chapter includes stills,
lighting diagrams and key advice from professionals in the field, as well as lighting exercises to help the reader put into
practice what was covered. www.lightingforcinematography.com
Author David Saunders, former keeper of conservation and scientific research at the British Museum, explores how to
balance the conflicting goals of visibility and preservation under a variety of conditions. Beginning with the science of how
light, color, and vision function and interact, he proceeds to offer detailed studies of the impact of light on a wide range of
objects, including paintings, manuscripts, textiles, bone, leather, and plastics. With analyses of the effects of light on
visibility and deterioration, Museum Lighting provides practical information to assist curators, conservators, and other
museum professionals in making critical decisions about the display and preservation of objects in their collections.
Since the discovery of fire, there has been an ongoing search for better lightingÑlighting that has the preferred properties
of longevity, safety, energy-efficiency, ease of handling, and clarity. Fiber-optic technology satisfies these criteria and
more, and so offers another tool for functional illumination. This trailblazing, comprehensive book presents an
introduction to this revolutionary technology in easily understandable terms. It offers suggested applications for task,
display, architectural, contour, transportation, museum, garden, water, and historical illumination. Fiberoptics in
Architectural Lighting contains practical information in plain English; an arsenal of step-by-step checklists, how-to
illustrations, color photos, plans, and examples of completed installations; and actual case studies of commercial,
residential, institutional, industrial, and historic building projects from around the world, illustrating practical tips and
caveats that provide the best results at the lowest cost. Whether youÕre an architect or designer, this all-in-one reference
does more than any other guide to help you realize fiber-optic lighting indoors and outdoors and in every type of building.
And that makes Fiberoptics in Architectural Lighting a resource you simply canÕt do without.
A comprehensive guide to lighting techniques in digital photography covering topics including working with artificial light
and daylight.
2020 IBPA Awards Winner! The Caped Crusader. The Dark Knight. The World’s Greatest Detective. Bats. This lavish
400-page book tells the complete history of Batman from his 1939 debut in Detective Comics to the current day. Learn
secrets and see exclusive new content taken from some of Batman’s most iconic stories and moments, from the beloved
Adam West TV incarnation, legendary comics such as The Killing Joke, Christian Bale’s iconic interpretation within
Christopher Nolan’s trilogy and Kevin Conroy’s signature performance within the animated series and Arkham Asylum
videogame. —The most comprehensive history of Batman ever written. Over 400 pages detailing every incarnation of The
Caped Crusader across comics, TV, animation, movies, videogames and beyond. —Superstar Contributors. Read
interviews and insights from those who have shaped The Dark Knight’s legend, including Christopher Nolan, Mark
Hamill, Tim Burton, Grant Morrison, Julie Newmar, Joel Schumacher, Scott Snyder, Frank Miller and more. —Exclusive
Introductions and Foreword. Read an exclusive introduction and foreword from two of Batman’s most beloved actors,
Kevin Conroy and Michael Keaton. —Never Before Seen Content. Taken directly from the archives of DC and Warner
Bros., enjoy exclusive, unseen treasures from the 80-year history of Batman. —Critically Acclaimed. "Comics? Check.
Television? Check. Films and videogames? Double-check, chums. Over more than 400 pages, the book will have
interviews, never-before-seen photographs from feature films, animation cels, and sketches, along with a 40-page film
treatment from Batman co-creator Bob Kane." - Batman-News.com
The LED Grow Book: Second Edition has been expanded to address lighting and grow management for both commercial
and hobby indoor growers. It's full of insights rooted in Christopher Sloper's decade+ as an indoor gardening retailer and
consultant, plus his experience growing indoors with virtually every garden lighting technology on the market. Sloper's
rich insights on indoor gardening make The LED Grow Book, Second Edition a must-read for anyone cultivating crops
indoors, regardless of their choice of garden lighting technology. The LED Grow Book: Second Edition begins with a
deep dive into LED grow lights and why they matter. Topics include plant lighting terms, why we would want to use LEDs
to grow plants, and how plants interact with various wavelengths of light. The discussion then turns to LED grow lights
themselves: what they're made of, what wavelengths they emit, and what to look for in grow light fixtures and the
companies that manufacture them. The second half of The LED Grow Book: Second Edition provides a primer on good
indoor gardening practice, including how LED grow lights affect growing indoors. Sloper provides advice on how to
design and build an indoor grow space, what growing system to use, how and what to feed plants, and how to manage
pests. The book concludes with some final thoughts on LED grow lights and good gardening practice.
A WALL STREET JOURNAL BESTSELLER "If you’re in any kind of leadership role—whether at a company, a non-profit,
or somewhere else—there’s a lot you can learn here."—Bill Gates, Gates Notes How could General Electric—perhaps
America’s most iconic corporation—suffer such a swift and sudden fall from grace? This is the definitive history of
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General Electric’s epic decline, as told by the two Wall Street Journal reporters who covered its fall. Since its founding in
1892, GE has been more than just a corporation. For generations, it was job security, a solidly safe investment, and an
elite business education for top managers. GE electrified America, powering everything from lightbulbs to turbines, and
became fully integrated into the American societal mindset as few companies ever had. And after two decades of
leadership under legendary CEO Jack Welch, GE entered the twenty-first century as America’s most valuable
corporation. Yet, fewer than two decades later, the GE of old was gone. ?Lights Out examines how Welch’s handpicked
successor, Jeff Immelt, tried to fix flaws in Welch’s profit machine, while stumbling headlong into mistakes of his own. In
the end, GE’s traditional win-at-all-costs driven culture seemed to lose its direction, which ultimately caused the
company’s decline on both a personal and organizational scale. Lights Out details how one of America’s all-time great
companies has been reduced to a cautionary tale for our times.
New possibilities have recently emerged for producing optical beams with complex and intricate structures, and for the
non-contact optical manipulation of matter. Structured Light and Its Applications fully describes the electromagnetic
theory, optical properties, methods and applications associated with this new technology. Detailed discussions are given
of unique beam characteristics, such as optical vortices and other wavefront structures, the associated phase properties
and photonic aspects, along with applications ranging from cold atom manipulation to optically driven micromachines.
Features include: Comprehensive and authoritative treatments of the latest research in this area of nanophotonics,
written by the leading researchers Accounts of numerous microfluidics, nanofabrication, quantum informatics and optical
manipulation applications Coverage that fully spans the subject area, from fundamental theory and simulations to
experimental methods and results Graduate students and established researchers in academia, national laboratories and
industry will find this book an invaluable guide to the latest technologies in this rapidly developing field. Comprehensive
and definitive source of the latest research in nanotechnology written by the leading people in the field From theory to
applications - all is presented in detail Editor is Chair of the SPIE Nanotechnology Technical Group and is leading the
way in generation and manipulation of complex beams
With techniques for achieving a flawless portrait, this manual shows how to create stunning, professional images in any
setting. Tips on how to delicately discuss and evaluate a subject’s appearance and his or her specific concerns combine
with examples on how subtle changes in lighting and posing can flatter subjects—by slimming the waist and hips,
enhancing the bust, narrowing the nose, reducing a double chin, and concealing baldness—helping portrait photographers
sensitively downplay perceived flaws. Also illustrating how the latest in digital imaging technology can fix problems, this
up-to-date resource shows how to digitally eliminate acne, whiten teeth, remove braces, and fix unnoticed clothing
problems. Techniques for processing RAW files and for optimizing JPEG files for quick, but consistent, shooting are also
included. With hundreds of new images, before-and-after sequences, and informative text, this is the ultimate reference
for creating beautiful, flattering portraits.
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